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FeatherDuster
Cleaner automation

The FeatherDuster system  

advances vehicle paint lines by 

replacing purpose-built “tack 

off” machines with  robotic 

technology that is  incredibly 

flexible and built on well-

established standards to achieve 

higher quality,  effici ency and 

ease of use.

Traditionally, purpose built “tack-off” machines have 
handled the painstaking task of removing dust and 
dirt particles from a vehicle before it is painted on an 
assembly line. ABB’s FeatherDuster system replaces 
these one-dimensional machines with an unheard of 
level of precision, control and flexibility by combining a 
standard ABB robot with an advanced rotating feather 
and vacuum tool to suck particles from the surface of 
the vehicle. 

Easy programming and control
The FeatherDuster is controlled through ABB’s simple, 
familiar and time-tested user interface. Via the 
FlexPendant attached to the IRC5 Controller, users can 
program the entire cleaning cycle without the need 
for any additional software tools. In addition, PC-
based virtual programing and simulation with ABB’s 
RobotStudio software saves time and allows fast path 
generation, simple setup, and robust backup/restore 
at a click of the mouse. 

Reliable performance with high-quality production 
Unique 3D control of the duster head in complete 
synchronization with the movement of the conveyor 
leads to more precise and thorough cleaning. 
FeatherDuster can follow the contours of the car’s 
shape and conduct cleaning in a more efficient manner.

The system’s rotating feathers clean dust from the  
surface, which is then sucked from the feathers by a 
vacuum. With each rotation, the feathers are de-ionized 
to release the dust and prepare for another pass over 
the vehicle surface. 

A compact, flexible and efficient solution
The robotic cleaning system has a much smaller 
footprint than traditional solutions and fits any station 
layout making it simple and quick to integrate into new 
or existing paint lines. The FeatherDuster system has 
fewer rollers and a lower vacuum requirement than 
purpose-built tack-off machines, meaning it consumes 
less energy and further adds to your company’s 
bottom line.

Smart investment
ABB offers a cost-effective solution that is scalable 
with 2 or 3 robots based on the required conveyor 
speed. The system can also be easily reprogrammed 
as new models of all sizes are introduced to the line, 
without the need for specialists. Because it relies on 
well-established and time-tested robotic technology, 
FeatherDuster has incredible uptime and reliability. 
When it does need servicing, replacement parts are 
easy to come by and can be delivered very quickly to 
ensure a minimum of down time.
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We reserve the right to make technical changes or 
modify the contents of this document without prior 
notice. With regard to purchase orders, the agreed 
particulars shall prevail. ABB does not accept any re-
sponsibility whatsoever for potential errors or possi-
ble lack of information in this document.

We reserve all rights in this document and in the sub-
ject matter and illustrations contained therein. Any re-
production, disclosure to third parties or utilization of 
its contents – in whole or in parts – is forbidden without 
prior written consent of ABB. Copyright© 2018 ABB. 
All rights reserved.
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ABB Robotics
1250 Brown Road
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
United States
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IRB 6700 robot FeatherDuster

Key figures

Weight 140 kg

Roller speed 10 - 90 rmp

Roller power 0.37 kW

Exhausting air 10 m3/min @ 1000 pa per roller

Compressed air supply 1.5 m3/min @ 3.5 bar per robot
Exhausting air | 10 m3/min at 1000 Pa

Downdraft air velocity  0.3 m/s (± 0.05)

Humidity 60 - 70%

Temperature 20 – 25 °C

Convey system Swing tolerance ≤ 25 mm

Features and benefits
• Compact design; very small factory floor footprint
• Low investment cost and high energy efficiency
• Precise and flexible movement for effective cleaning
• High reliability (MTBF> 50,000 h), easy maintenance
• Modular design and convenient/fast installation
• Easy programming and control with familiar, time-

tested tools
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01 Ostritch roller
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02 Ionization unit
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03 Exhaust system
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04 Process cabinet
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05 Robot cabinet
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